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Abstract
Inter-subject fMRI analyses have specific issues regarding the reliability of the results
concerning both the detection of brain activation patterns and the estimation of the
underlying dynamics. Among these issues lies the variability of the hemodynamic
response function (HRF), that is usually accounted for using functional basis sets in
the general linear model context. Here, we use the Joint Detection-Estimation ap-
proach (JDE) [34, 49] which combines regional nonparametric HRF inference with
spatially adaptive regularization of activation clusters to avoid global smoothing of
fMRI images. We show that the JDE-based inference brings a significant improvement
in statistical sensitivity for detecting evoked activity in parietal regions. In contrast, the
canonical HRF associated with spatially adaptive regularization is more sensitive in
other regions, such as motor cortex. This different regional behavior is shown to reflect
a larger discrepancy of HRF with the canonical model. By varying parallel imaging
acceleration factor, SNR-specific region-based hemodynamic parameters (activation
delay and duration) were extracted from the JDE inference. Complementary analyses
highlighted their significant departure from the canonical parameters and the strongest
between-subject variability that occurs in the parietal region, irrespective of the SNR
value. Finally, statistical evidence that the fluctuation of the HRF shape is responsible
for the significant change in activation detection performance is demonstrated using
paired t-tests between hemodynamic parameters inferred by GLM and JDE.
Keywords: Hemodynamics, FIR modeling, Bayesian inference, JDE, group-level
analysis, parallel imaging
1. Introduction
Since its early discovery twenty years ago [40], Blood Oxygenation Level Depen-
dent (BOLD) effect has been largely studied and fMRI has become a popular neu-
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roimaging modality. However, the relationship between the BOLD signal and the neu-
ral activity is imperfectly known [23, 32, 31]. Drawing conclusions about unobserved
neural activity from the BOLD signal thus remains challenging and requires model-
based approaches, where the main concerns are first the detection of evoked brain ac-
tivity and second the characterization of the human BOLD response to a brief and
unique stimulus, named the Hemodynamic Response Function (HRF) [24]. The cog-
nitive interest for HRF inference lies in its potential to recover the magnitude, latency
and duration of neural activity through a nontrivial mapping of such parameters onto
the hemodynamic ones (eg, peak value, time-to-peak and full width at half maximum,
respectively), which can be extracted from the HRF time course. This allows neurosci-
entists to interpret fMRI results in terms of brain function localization. However, such
results can be complicated to interpret. The specification of an accurate HRF model
remains indeed difficult as the fluctuations of the BOLD response may originate from
different neural activity sources and their link is not necessarily linear [29]. More-
over, the estimation of hemodynamic parameters from the HRF shape may be noisy
and biased by several factors (prior specification of a constrained model, unbalanced
experimental paradigm, etc.).
In the present paper, both accurate activation detection and robust HRF estimation
are addressed. Detecting evoked brain activity is usually performed in the General Lin-
ear Model (GLM) context and postulates an invariant or canonical form for the HRF
throughout the brain. However, several contributions have exhibited empirically de-
rived HRFs that differ significantly from “the canonical model” [2, 36, 38, 22], and
demonstrated that using such HRFs may improve the statistical sensitivity. Thus, GLM
extensions have been developed to account for spatial fluctuations of the HRF shape
by considering temporal and dispersion derivatives of the canonical model [17, 24].
In some cases, this approach lacks flexibility to take large deviations from canonical
features into account. To overcome this limitation, nonparametric Finite Impulse Re-
sponse (FIR) models have been proposed in the GLM framework. These models do not
assume any functional form for the HRF and amounts to estimating a large number of
parameters to identify its characteristics properties [19, 25]. This FIR-based modeling
thus makes it possible to perform activation detection and HRF estimation. However,
the achieved gain has a direct counterpart, namely a cost in terms of statistical sensitiv-
ity since it induces a loss of degrees of freedom [34]. Moreover, FIR-based inference
may lack robustness and often yields disrupted shapes that are difficult to interpret, due
to over-fitting problems. Hence, to cope with this issue, temporal [21, 11, 35, 5] but
also spatial regularization [20, 52, 10, 33, 41, 16, 27, 13, 6, 51] have been introduced
in models to improve estimation accuracy.
Such estimation methods can be categorized according to three main criteria: i.) the
HRF model they rely on (parametric [13, 29] or FIR [11, 10, 1, 5, 34, 51]), ii.) the type
of inference that they perform (univariate [24, 13, 1] vs. multivariate [51, 49]) and iii.)
the adaptability degree of regularization they introduce, namely the supervised [29] vs.
unsupervised [13, 51, 49] setting of hyper-parameters.
Besides, robust HRF estimation only makes sense in voxels or regions eliciting
evoked activity in response to a given experimental condition. To derive relevant in-
terpretation of the estimated HRF time courses, the best strategy is thus to focus on
such voxels or regions. This calls for methods that perform detection and estimation
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jointly: the main challenge is to optimally combine the above mentioned features at the
subject-level, ie. estimate the HRF using a multivariate and sparse generative model
with unsupervised spatio-temporal regularization. Part of the answer can be found
in [29], where an optimal strategy for HRF inference is achieved either by a parametric
modeling through Inverse Logit basis functions or by smooth FIR modeling, the former
remaining more robust to model misspecification. Nonetheless, this study only con-
sidered univariate inference. Here, we focus instead on multivariate inference where
detection and estimation are combined in a Joint Detection-Estimation (JDE) Bayesian
framework [49, 8, 9]. JDE relies on a regional bilinear model of the BOLD response
involving FIR modeling for the HRF and constraining the parameters by physiological
temporal and spatial priors. Spatial correlation is modeled through a hidden Markov
model, the stiffness of which is spatially adaptive and automatically tuned.
This paper presents two main contributions. First, we compare group-level acti-
vation detection analyses relying on three different intra-subject methods: the intra-
subject JDE analysis, a standard GLM-based fitting procedure on the one hand or an
intermediate Spatially Adaptive GLM (SAGLM) method. The SAGLM approach is
a simplification of the JDE approach where the HRF is set to its canonical shape.
This comparison is performed first on artificial data and second on a population of 15
healthy subjects using different fMRI data sets corresponding to varying SNRs so as
to assess the reproducibility of our conclusions on the same population. This compar-
ison aims at identifying brain regions where HRF estimation has a positive impact on
brain activity detection. Second, we extract hemodynamic parameters, in particular the
Time-To-Peak (TTP) and Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM), from the JDE and
GLM-based HRF estimates and investigate for both which factor dominates the oth-
ers between regions, subjects and SNR changes through repeated measures analyses of
variance. A comparable group-level hemodynamic study has been performed in [45],
but their hemodynamic model was based upon a function basis that offers less flexi-
bility than FIR modeling. In this respect, our study extends previous works [29, 45].
We compare JDE- and GLM-based hemodynamic parameter estimates: amongst the
regions we tested, the one eliciting the most significant discrepancy to the canonical
HRF and the strongest variability across individuals is located in the parietal cortex.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we summarize the intra-
subject GLM, SAGLM and JDE inference schemes. Simulation results are discussed
in Section 3. The fMRI data sets and our group-level analysis pipeline are presented in
Section 4. The results of our comparative study on real data sets are given in Section 5.
Finally, the pros and cons of the JDE framework are discussed in Section 6 in the light
of our results and future extensions are envisaged. Conclusions are drawn in Section 7.
2. Intra-subject analysis techniques in fMRI
2.1. Standard GLM-based analysis
The GLM involved in this study is a massively univariate approach where the ef-
fects are assumed independent in space. Instead of modeling spatial correlation be-
tween neighboring voxels, the fMRI time-series are smoothed with a fixed Gaussian
kernel that introduces a spatially invariant amount of correlation. In any voxel j the
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GLM allows for some hemodynamic fluctuations by modeling the canonical HRF hc
and its first order derivative h′c as proposed in [17] (see Fig. 1):
∀j ∈ [[1; J ]], yj =
M∑
m=1
Xm
(
βmj hc + β˜
m
j h
′
c
)
+ P`j + bj , (1)
where βmj and β˜
m
j are the unknown effects associated with the m
th stimulus-induced
regressors constructed with hc and h′c, respectively. J corresponds to the total num-
ber of voxels considered in the functional mask of the brain and M is the number
of experimental conditions involved in the experimental paradigm. Let us also denote
xmtn =
(
xmtn−d∆t
)t
06d6D such that matrixX
m=
[
xmt1 , . . . ,x
m
tN
]t
is theN×(D+1) occur-
rence matrix consisting of the lagged stimulus covariates. Matrix P =
[
p1, . . . ,pG
]
of
size N ×G comprises the values at times tn of an orthonormal basis (i.e., P tP = IG)
consisting ofG functions pg = (pg,tn)
t
t16tn6tN that take a potential drift and any other
nuisance effect (eg. motion parameters) into account. Vector `j = (lg,j)t16g6G con-
tains the corresponding unknown regression coefficients in voxel j. Vector bj=(bj,tn)
t
defines the noise or error term in j which is assumed to be anAR(1) Gaussian process.
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Figure 1: The canonical HRF time course and its first temporal derivative. Canonical parameters are
TTP(hc) = 5s and FWHM(hc) = 5.39s.
The formulation in Eq. (1) highlights the construction of the stimulus-induced re-
gressor as well as the contribution of other components making the introduction in
the next section of the JDE modeling easier to link to GLM formulation. In practice,
BOLD effects and noise statistics are respectively estimated in the maximum and re-
stricted maximum likelihood sense [18]. Here, they have been computed using the
SPM5 software 1.
2.2. Joint Detection-Estimation framework
Spatially varying HRF models have been used in the JDE framework [33, 34, 49]
in order to keep a single but spatially adaptive regressor per experimental condition,
1Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, UK (www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk)
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and thus enable direct statistical comparison through one-dimensional contrasts, mak-
ing cognitive interpretations more straightforward. In this setting, a local estimation
of the HRF is performed at a regional scale, whereas the detection task remains voxel-
specific. A critical issue then consists of exhibiting a functionally homogeneous clus-
tering or parcellation of the fMRI data sets over the whole brain to which the JDE
inference can be applied.
2.2.1. Within-subject parcellation
The functional mask of each subject’s brain is a priori divided in Γ functionally ho-
mogeneous parcels using a spatially constrained hierarchical clustering of functional
features extracted via a classical GLM analysis [46]. Technically speaking, several par-
cellation or clustering procedures can be used (connected k-means, Ward algorithm)
as long as functional homogeneity measured over the fMRI times series through in-
formation criteria is guaranteed within each parcel [46]. Hence, the assumption of a
shape-invariant HRF for each parcel is tenable.
The larger the number of parcels, the stronger the level of within-parcel homogene-
ity, but potentially with a lower signal-to-noise ratio. This means that if the number of
voxels is too small in a given parcel, the corresponding HRF estimation may become
inaccurate, specifically in regions where no voxel elicits a specific response to any ex-
perimental condition. To objectively choose an adequate number of parcels, theoretical
information criteria have been investigated in [47]: converging evidence for Γ ≈ 500
at a spatial resolution of 3 × 3 × 3 mm3 has been shown for a whole brain analysis
leading to typical parcel sizes around a few hundreds voxels (≈ 2.7cm3). Fig 2 shows
the parcellations in the same slice for three subjects. The brain was divided in 500
parcels, and the subject-specific histograms of parcel size are shown in Fig. 2 to illus-
trate that the distributions are quite stable whereas the underlying geometry may vary
substantially across subjects in order to adapt to local subject-specific fluctuations.
2.2.2. Parcel-based modeling of the BOLD signal
Here, the parcel-based model of the BOLD signal introduced in [33, 34] is adopted.
As illustrated in Fig. 3[Left], the input BOLD data set is split into Γ parcels (Pγ)γ=1:Γ
and JDE analysis is then performed independently on each Pγ = {j}j∈[[1;Jγ ]] (Jγ cor-
responds to the total number of voxels contained in the parcel). We stress the fact that
the corresponding fMRI signals are not spatially smoothed prior to the fitting proce-
dure. A time-invariant model, illustrated in Fig. 3[Right], characterizes each parcel Pγ
by a single HRF shape and accounts for voxel-dependent and stimulus-related fluctu-
ations of the BOLD signal magnitude. This bilinear parcel-based generative model of
the BOLD signal is thus generally defined by:
∀ j ∈ Pγ , yj =
M∑
m=1
amj X
mhγ + P`j + bj . (2)
where yj , P , `j and bj match the variables introduced in Subsection 2.1. Here amj
stands for the Neural Response Level (NRL) in voxel j for condition m, and the whole
set of NRLs is denoted A =
{
am,m = 1 . . .M
}
where am =
{
amj , j ∈ Pγ
}
.
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Figure 2: Parcellations (Γ = 500) shown in the same slice for three different subjects. For each subject, the
histogram corresponding to the distribution of parcel sizes is also reported. The group-level minimum, mean
and maximum parcel sizes are (33, 340, 951) voxels, respectively.
Hence, the activation response to the mth stimulus type in voxel j is given by hγ ×
amj . In contrast to Eq. (1), the fixed HRF components hc and h
′
c are replaced by an
unknown parcel-based HRF hγ .In the same respect, each unknown NRL amj embodies
a single magnitude parameter per regressor whereas the GLM formulation implies that
the magnitude is distributed between both βmj and β˜
m
j . To summarize, the HRF shape
and the BOLD response magnitude are coupled in the GLM formulation whereas they
are decoupled in the JDE formulation.
Figure 3: General overview of the subject-level processing in the JDE framework: the BOLD time series are
first parcellated (left) and then for every parcel Pγ the JDE forward model described in Eq. (2) is inferred.
2.2.3. Summary of the involved priors
The JDE approach developed in [34] and augmented in [49, 8, 9] introduces proper
priors on every unknown parameter (hγ ,A) in order to robustly estimate the brain
activity (localization and HRF time course).
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The HRF. The prior density for the HRF reads hγ ∼ N (0, vhR) where R =
(Dt2D2)
−1 embodies a smoothness constraint on the second order derivative of hγ
to regularize its estimation. The extreme HRF time points are also set to zero because
the response is assumed to be causal and to return to its baseline after about 25s.
The Neural Response Levels (NRLs). It is assumed that different stimulus types in-
duce statistically independent NRLs [34, 49], i.e. p(A |θa) =
∏
m p(a
m |θm) with
θa = (θ
m)m=1:M and θm the set of unknown hyper-parameters related to the mth
stimulus type. Detection is handled through the introduction of activation class assign-
ments Q =
{
qm,m = 1 . . .M
}
where qm =
{
qmj , j ∈ Pγ
}
. qmj represents the
activation class at voxel j for condition m, with qmj = 0 if voxel j is non-activating
for condition m and qmj = 1 otherwise. The NRLs will therefore be expressed condi-
tionally to these hidden variables and are assumed independent in space conditionally
to qm: p(am | qm;θm) = ∏
j∈Pγ
p(amj | qmj ;θm). If qmj = i then p(amj | qmj = i;θm) ∼
N (µmi , vmi ). The statistical parameters θm = {µmi , vmi , i = 0, 1} are unknown, but
for non-activated voxels we set µm0 =0,∀m.
Activation classes. Prior independence is assumed between the M experimental con-
ditions regarding the activation class assignments. A hidden Markov (Ising) model is
chosen as spatial prior on qm so as to introduce spatial regularization. The regulariza-
tion parameter is estimated for each stimulus. The reader can refer to the methodolog-
ical publications for more details [34, 49].
The hyper-parameters. Conjugate prior distributions have been chosen for all hyper-
parameters related to the unknown variables of interest
{
hγ ,A,Q
}
as well as con-
founds L. A non-informative Jeffreys prior has been used for noise variance and a
uniform prior density over [−1, 1] has been considered for the auto-regressive parame-
ters; see [49] for details. The notation Θ refers to all hyper-parameters of the models.
2.3. The intermediate SAGLM approach
In the present paper, we also investigate the sole impact of spatial regularization
involved in the JDE formalism, by setting the HRF shape hγ to its canonical value
in every parcel Pγ . In this intermediate approach called Spatially Adaptive GLM or
SAGLM, the generative BOLD model remains linear and is given by Eq. (1) but the
inference becomes multivariate in contrast to the classical GLM approach. Indeed,
inference is still carried out in each parcel, enabling a parcel-dependent spatial regular-
ization.
The interest for testing the SAGLM approach lies in the ability to separate i.) the
influence of spatially adaptive regularization vs. invariant smoothing while keeping the
canonical HRF (SAGLM vs GLM comparison) and ii.) the impact of estimating the
HRF in a spatially adaptive regularization scheme (JDE vs SAGLM comparison).
2.4. Bayesian inference
In [49], JDE inference is performed using a hybrid Metropolis-Gibbs sampler to
draw realizations from the full posterior distribution p(hγ ,A,L,Q,Θ |Y ) in every
parcel Pγ . Numerical details are provided in [49]. The same principle applies also
here for SAGLM inference except that it involves p(A,L,Q,Θ |Y ) since hγ is fixed.
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3. Simulation results
Simulations were conducted at the group-level to compare the statistical activa-
tion detection performance of the different subject-level inferences. They also make it
possible to separate the impact of discrepancy to canonical HRF from that of spatial
smoothing vs. unsupervised regularization. To this end, we considered two artificial
data sets on a single 2D grid (20 × 20 pixels; cf. Fig. 4(a)) that simulate 8 subjects
with realistic SNRs. This number of subjects is smaller than classical group size (e.g.,
15 individuals) and was chosen so as to counterbalance the fact that analyzing artificial
data under the true generative model (either GLM or JDE-based) is easier than extract-
ing relevant information from real fMRI time series. Indeed, the latter may embody
nonlinear effects like saturation, habituation or non-stationarities due, for instance, to
learning: all these aspects as well as subject varying confounds (noise term, drift ba-
sis) require a sufficient cohort size (varying from 12 to 20 individuals according to the
experimental paradigm) to derive significant effects at the population level from real
fMRI data. Thus, the improved quality of synthetic data and our trust in the involved
model at the inference step are compensated by a smaller group-level effect and thus a
smaller cohort size.
In both simulation scenarios, the BOLD time series were simulated according to Eq. (2)
where hγ was set to the canonical HRF shape for all subjects in the first set of sim-
ulations. In contrast, we introduced subject-varying HRF shapes in the second sim-
ulated scenario using three different shapes that strongly deviate from the canonical
function (see Fig. 5 for details). All the remaining parameters that entered the simula-
tion (NRLs, drift parameters and noise realizations) were kept constant for the two sce-
narios so as to draw fair conclusions regarding the impact of HRF shape fluctuations.
As regards the BOLD signal, we simulated a fast event-related paradigm comprising
a single condition (M = 1, ISI=3.5 s) encoded in X1. Matrix P was set to a fixed
polynomial basis of order 4 for all subjects and subject-specific drift coefficients were
drawn according to `sj ∼ N (0, 0.3),∀s = 1 : 8. Finally, white noise was superimposed
as follows: bsj ∼ N (0, 1.1). To limit the number of factors impacting the group-level
results, the same three activation patterns were chosen for all subjects (see Fig. 4(b)).
This amounts to neglecting inter-individual anatomo-functional variability. Nonethe-
less, the contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR)2 between activated and non-activated pixels var-
ied between subjects. This allowed us to mimic what is usually encountered on real
fMRI data, namely a BOLD effect size strongly varying across subjects. More pre-
cisely, for each subject s, the NRLs a1,sj in non-activated pixels (q
1,s
j = 0) were drawn
according to N (0, v10) with v10 = 0.3. Also, for 6 out of 8 subjects, the NRLs a1,sj in
activated pixels (q1,sj = 1) were sampled fromN (µ11, v11) with (µ11, v11) = (2, 0.5). For
the remaining two subjects, a degraded CNR situation (smaller BOLD effects) was sim-
ulated using µ11 = 1.2 instead. Owing to these fluctuations, the simulated SNR
3 was
subject-dependent and varied within the [2.1, 5.3] dB range across subjects. The sim-
2CNR1 = 2(µ11)
2/(v10 + v
1
1).
3SNR = 10 log
Jγ∑
j=1
‖a1jX1hγ‖2/
Jγ∑
j=1
‖bj‖2.
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ulated data that entered in the SAGLM and JDE analyses remained unsmoothed. For
the GLM analysis, data were smoothed with an isotropic Gaussian kernel, ensuring a
level of smoothness of 1.5 pixels, as performed on the real data (see Subsection 4.3).
Ground Truth Group level results (Student t-maps)
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Figure 4: (a): Simulated averaged activity over subjects (true mean NRLs). (b): Spatial configuration of true
activation clusters: clust. #1: 26 activated voxels; clust. #2: 16 activated voxels and clust. #3: 28 activated
voxels. (c)-(e): Group-level Student t-maps related to the first scenario (simulated canonical HRFs) and
obtained for the three intra-subject inference methods (GLM, SAGLM and JDE from left to right). (f)-
(h): Group-level Student t-maps related to the second scenario (subject-varying non-canonical HRFs) and
obtained for the same methods as above.
(a) HRF estimates (b) HRF estimates
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Figure 5: JDE-based HRF estimates for each subject along with the ground truth (denoted GT). (a):In the
first simulation scenario, all subjects elicit BOLD responses according to the canonical HRF shapehc shown
in black line. (b):In the second simulation scenario, subject-varying HRFs that deviate from hc have been
used as illustrated by the color coding: 4/2/2 subjects were associated with the ground truth HRFs in blue,
green and red shapes, respectively.
As all simulated data have low SNR, the group-level results depicted in Fig. 4 show
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Table 1: Group-level comparison of activation detection performance of the JDE, SAGLM and GLM subject-
level inferences in two simulation scenarios (canonical vs. subject-varying HRF). Cluster-level Family-wise
Error Rate (FWER) correction at pclustval < 0.05. Only clusters comprising three voxels or more are reported
as significant. Significant values are reported in bold font. The column %TP gives the percentage of true
positives retrieved within each cluster. The rows are sorted first according to cluster index and second within
each cluster according to Student t-scores at the pixel level.
Group-level statistical results
Cluster-level Pixel-level (peak)
Subject-level
inference
Cluster corr. pclustval Size %TP t-score
C
an
on
ic
al
H
R
Fs
GLM
1 0.05 5 0.19 11.7
1 0.03 10 0.38 11.24
2 0.04 9 0.56 8.85
3 0.01 14 0.5 11.1
SAGLM
1 0.01 5 0.19 12.14
1 0.04 10 0.38 9.85
2 0.02 13 0.46 8.65
3 0.04 6 0.375 8.66
JDE
1 0.07 3 0.12 10.01
3 0.1 6 0.21 6.64
N
on
ca
no
ni
ca
lH
R
Fs
GLM
1 0.04 3 0.11 8.5
2 0.05 4 0.25 6.1
3 0.02 11 0.39 7.5
3 0.07 4 0.14 7.1
SAGLM
1 0.04 4 0.15 8.3
2 0.1 5 0.31 5.8
3 0.04 5 0.18 8.9
3 0.07 4 0.14 6.85
JDE
1 0.007 14 0.54 12.26
1 0.01 4 0.25 11.2
2 0.01 5 0.31 10.1
2 0.01 5 0.31 10
3 0.009 17 0.6 11.4
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several false negatives but no false positive, for all intra-subject inference schemes.
However, the group-level differences in terms of activation detection performance be-
tween the intra-subject models appear clearly in Tab. 1. In the first simulation scenario,
the GLM and SAGLM inference schemes retrieved the most significant activated clus-
ters (pclustval < 0.05) with positions that closely match the ground truth. As shown in
Tab. 1[Top], these two approaches exactly found the same number of activated pixels in
cluster 1 separated in two subclusters. The highest peak values were given by SAGLM
inference for the smaller subcluster and by GLM inference for the larger one. Regard-
ing the two remaining activation clusters, the two approaches yielded similar results
although they found different compromises in terms of peak height/spatial extent, as
expected given the difference between spatial smoothing and regularization. In con-
trast, JDE-based inference was much less sensitive since it only retrieved few activated
pixels from clusters 1 and 3, and none from cluster 2. Even at the pixel level, the peak
values were lower using JDE inference. Hence, these results confirm at the group-level
that under canonical HRF assumptions, hemodynamics estimation in JDE is performed
at the expense of the pixel and cluster-level sensitivity of detection.
In the second scenario, JDE-based inference yielded more sensitive results com-
pared to those deriving from canonical assumptions. In each cluster, the peak t-value
and the cluster-level p-values (pclustval ) were more significant using JDE inference and
the cluster sizes were larger. Hence, our group-level conclusions are unambiguous and
in favour of the proposed JDE intra-subject analysis when departing from the canonical
HRF shape (see Tab. 1[Bottom] for details). When pulling results of both scenarios to-
gether, it is also worth noticing that the most significant clusters representing the largest
percentage of true positives were exhibited by JDE inference in cluster 1.
With respect to HRF estimation, despite the low SNR JDE inference was able to re-
cover robust subject-dependent time courses, close to the canonical and non-canonical
profiles in the first and second scenarios respectively, see Fig. 5(a)-(b). The second sce-
nario highlights different hemodynamics regimes in which JDE outperforms its com-
peting alternatives in terms of activation detection performance. These results provide
a benchmark for the same group-level comparisons on real data in the next sections.
4. Data acquisition and group-level analysis pipeline
4.1. Imaging parameters
Fifteen (S = 15) healthy volunteers (average: 23.2 years, std: 2 years) gave writ-
ten informed consent before participating to an imaging study on a 3T MRI whole-
body scanner (Tim Trio, Siemens). The study received ethics committee approval by
authorities responsible for our institution. Anatomical imaging used a T1-weighted
magnetization prepared rapid acquisition gradient echo sequence (176 slices, repetition
time TR =2300 ms, echo time TE =2.98 ms, sagittal orientation; field of view (FOV)
256 mm, voxel size 1×1×1 mm3). Functional imaging used a T2∗-weighted gradient-
echo, Echo-Planar-Imaging (EPI) sequence (40 slices, TR = 2400 ms, TE = 30 ms,
FOV 192, voxel size 2×2×3 mm3). Each fMRI run consisted of N = 128 EPI vol-
umes that were collected using a 32 channel head coil to enable parallel imaging during
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the EPI acquisitions. Parallel SENSE imaging4 was used to keep a reasonable TR value
in the context of relative high spatial resolution for whole brain imaging. Two accel-
eration factors R = 2 and R = 4 were tested to measure the impact of the SNR loss
on brain activity detection and hemodynamics estimation: the larger R, the lower the
SNR [43]5. Acquisition order with R = 2 and R = 4 was randomly balanced across
the fifteen participants.
4.2. Experimental paradigm
We used a multi-functional cognitive localizer paradigm [42], consisting of a fast
acquisition procedure based on a 5-minutes fMRI sequence. It was organized as a fast
event-related design, comprising 100 short trials presented in a fixed sequence with a
stochastic Stimulus Onset Asynchrony (SOA:2400 ms, 2700 ms, 3000 ms, 3300 ms or
3600 ms; mean SOA = 3 s). This protocol was designed to obtain a description of dif-
ferent levels of functional architecture, from the cerebral bases of auditory and visual
perception, motor actions, to reading, language comprehension and mental calculation
at an individual level. In this perspective, ten types of trials were mixed together and
presented successively with the E-Prime software (Psychology Software Tool, Inc.):
1-2.) passive viewing of flashing horizontal (10 trials) and vertical (10 trials) checker-
boards, 3-4.) pressing three times the left (resp., right) button with the left (resp., right)
thumb button according to visual instructions (5 trials), 5-6.) pressing three times the
left (resp., right) button with the left (resp., right) thumb button according to auditory
instruction (5 trials), 7.) silently reading short visual sentences (10 trials), 8.) listen-
ing to short sentences (10 trials), 9.) silently solving visual subtraction problems (10
trials), 10.) solving silently auditory subtraction problems (10 trials). 20 rest peri-
ods (black screen) were inserted in the sequence and served as null events for a better
hemodynamic deconvolution.
4.3. fMRI data pre-processing
We used SPM5 for image pre-processing: realignment, coregistration, normaliza-
tion to MNI stereotactic space and spatial smoothing with a 3 mm full-width at half-
maximum isotropic Gaussian kernel for GLM-based analyses. Our smoothing level
corresponds to 1.5 voxel resolution as FWHM parameter. This level may appear pretty
low but the acquisition of spatially resolved fMRI data targets an improved localization
of evoked activity which has not to be sacrificed by a large spatial filtering of images at
the pre-processing stage. Indeed, a too high smoothing level would artificially dilates
the activation clusters. JDE and SAGLM-based analyses were carried out on normal-
ized but unsmoothed fMRI images.
4In the 2D k-space, one line out of R was sampled along the phase encoding direction but collected over
32 channels with complementary sensitivity profiles.
5We remind here that the SNR of the downsampled image behaves as SNRdown = SNRfull/g
√
Rwhere
SNRfull denotes the SNR of the full k-space acquired image and g refers to as the geometric factor. The
latter depends on the spatial correlation between the coils and to some extent on their number [43].
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4.4. Random effect analyses for detecting evoked activity
In this part, we aim at measuring the incremental group-level impact of replac-
ing the subject-level GLM fitting procedure by the SAGLM or JDE ones, in terms of
activation detection performance.
Fig. 6 summarizes the different steps involved in these group-level comparisons. In
particular, step 3 outlines that random effects analyses were conducted either from the
voxel-based GLM parameter estimates β̂mj or from the SAGLM/JDE neural response
levels âmj . Group-level Student t-statistics were computed with a nonparametric cal-
ibration by permutations of the distribution under the null hypothesis. This approach
provides an exact control of false positives under mild assumptions: for one-sided
tests, the distribution under the null hypothesis is assumed symmetric which is more
general than imposing normality as done in parametric inference [26, 39]. Moreover,
nonparametric statistical inference provides an exact solution to the multiple compar-
ison problem without any supplementary assumption in contrast to the random field
theory (RFT) which requires multivariate normal hypothesis and thus smoothing the
data with a large kernel so as to accurately estimate the Euler Characteristic Expec-
tation [26, 39, 37, 44]. Thus, instead of the RFT correction, used the Distance
toolbox for SPM5 [37, 44] to derive our group-level statistical results. This toolbox
offers both cluster- and voxel-level corrections using the sign permutation framework.
In the present study, we corrected for multiple comparisons at both the cluster and
voxel-levels using N = 215 permutations and used α = 0.05 as significance thresh-
old. Moreover, for the cluster-level inference, we set the cluster forming threshold to
uncorrected pvalue = 0.001 at the voxel level.
A random effect (RFX) analysis was conducted for different contrasts of interest
targeting brain activity in sensory and cognitive regions. In particular, we focused on:
• the global Auditory vs. Visual (A - V) contrast for which we expect evoked ac-
tivity in temporal regions. The A - V contrast defines a compound comparison
involving eight stimulus types (two motor actions, sentence listening/reading,
mental calculation), which are presented either in the auditory or visual modal-
ity (see Appendix A of the Supplementary Materials). We also studied acti-
vation detection in the visual cortex via the Visual vs. Auditory (V - A) contrast
that induces evoked activity in the occipital cortex. The results obtained for these
contrasts are in agreement with previous observations in the literature.
• the Left vs. Right click (Lc - Rc) contrast for which we expect evoked activity
in the right contralateral motor cortex. Indeed, the Lc - Rc contrast defines a
compound comparison involving motor stimulus types either presented in the
visual or auditory modality.
• the Computation vs. Sentence (C - S) contrast which is supposed to elicit activity
in the frontal and parietal lobes since solving mental arithmetic task involves
working memory and more specifically the intra-parietal sulcus [14]. The C -
S contrast defines a compound comparison that relies on visual and auditory
stimuli. In the visual case, the stimuli consist of word reading, one half being
written calculations submitted to the subject, the other being made up of normal
written sentences. In the auditory case, the stimuli consist of speech listening,
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Figure 6: General sketch of the group-level comparison involving three kinds of subject-level infer-
ence (GLM, SAGLM and JDE) at step 2. Note that the group-level statistics have been computed using
the nonparametric tests developed in the Distance toolbox for SPM5 [37, 44].
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one half corresponding to calculations orally instructed to the subject, the other
to normal spoken sentences.
4.5. Group-level hemodynamic studies
We performed hemodynamics analyses in four regions of interest selected from
significantly activated clusters that were exhibited at the group-level in the above men-
tioned contrasts of interest. More precisely, left parietal (P), left motor (M), tempo-
ral (T) and occipital (O) regions were extracted from contrasts C - S, Lc - Rc, A - V
and V - A, respectively, as shown in Fig. 7. Hereafter, we denote r as region index such
that r ∈ Υ and Υ = {P,M,T,O}. Choosing these regions from GLM-based analyses
could induce a potential bias in the HRF estimates towards the canonical HRF. How-
ever, we have proceeded in such manner since our goal was to compare subject-level
inferences on real data where the activation localization was already known and docu-
mented [42]. As shown in Section 5.2.1, significant discrepancies from the canonical
function could be retrieved even in this context.
For comparison purposes, we focused on two hemodynamics parameters, namely
the time-to-peak (TTP) and full width at half-maximum (FWHM) and analyzed how
they fluctuate between regions, subjects and with respect to the SNR (acceleration fac-
tor). We statistically assessed to which extent the HRF shape significantly departs from
the canonical form in several brain regions by comparing GLM and JDE-based hemo-
dynamics parameters. In what follows, the extraction of region-specific HRFs and the
computation of TTP and FWHM parameters are detailed. Next, we summarize the
computation of group-level JDE-based HRF time courses so as to study their shape
variability across regions.
Figure 7: Definition of regions of interest to investigate hemodynamics variability from JDE-based group-
level analysis (R = 2). Significant clusters shown using pclustval = 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons.
Left: Sagittal view; Right: axial/top view. Left parietal area (P) appears in red, left motor area in the pre-
central cortex is shown in green, Bilateral temporal regions along auditory cortices and bilateral occipital
regions in the visual cortices are shown in blue and cyan, respectively.
4.5.1. Regionwise HRF extraction
To study the shape of the regionwise HRFs eliciting evoked activity we consider
normalized HRF profiles, ie ||ĥ||2 = 1. As GLM-based inference only provides voxel-
wise estimates, subject-specific regionwise HRF estimates were computed at the local
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activation peak within each region r as follows:
ĥGLMr,s = β̂
m?
j?,shc +
̂˜
β
m?
j?,sh
′
c, (j
?,m?) = arg max
j,m
{
βmj,s | j ∈ r,m = 1 . . .M
}
(3)
ĥJDEr,s = ĥ
JDE
γ?,s, (γ
?, j?,m?) = arg max
γ,j,m
{
âmj,s | j ∈ r ∩ (Pγ)γ ,m = 1 . . .M
}
(4)
Hence j? ∈ Pγ? . We are now interested in extracting the TTP and FWHM since
the former has been found the most stable parameter and the latter is known to be
more variable [38]. From individual regionwise HRF estimates for any method ψ ∈{
GLM, JDE
}
we are given these parameters according to:
TTPψr,s=∆t arg max
d∈{0,...,D}
(ĥψd∆t)r,s (5)
FWHMψr,s=∆t(d2−d1) | (ĥψd1∆t)r,s=(ĥ
ψ
d2∆t
)r,s=
max(ĥψr,s)
2
, d1<d2. (6)
Each parameter in turn was entered in two-way repeated measures ANOVA so as to
study the effect of the region r ∈ Υ and the acceleration factor (or SNR) with R =
2 and R = 4. Then, we statistically compared JDE vs GLM-based hemodynamic
parameters using two-way repeated measures ANOVA and paired t-tests.
4.5.2. Group-level JDE-based HRF
To compute group-level HRFs and take both the activation level and hemodynamics
shape variability into account, individual JDE-based HRF estimates were weighted by
their corresponding maximum activation magnitude identified in the previous step (see
Fig. 8 for details). Hence, the group-level JDE-inferred HRF profile thus reads:
h¯JDEr =
∑S
s=1 â
m?
j?,sĥ
JDE
r,s∑S
s=1 â
m?
j?,s
(7)
5. Result on real fMRI data
5.1. Group-level comparisons in activation detection
For all contrasts of interest, we first compared the group-level performance in de-
tection on the fMRI data acquired with R = 2 as SENSE acceleration factor (best
SNR) before measuring the impact of degrading the SNR (R = 4).
5.1.1. Lc - Rc contrast
As shown in Fig. 9(a)-(c) and Tab. 2 for R=2, all RFX analyses found the same
activation cluster in the right motor cortex, whatever the intra-subject modeling. Also,
the localization of the activation peak in the MNI space was very stable across all
analyses (GLM, SAGLM and JDE). In terms of cluster-level significance, GLM-based
inference yield more sensitive results at the group level than its alternatives, as outlined
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Figure 8: General sketch summarizing the HRF computation at the subject and group-levels in activated
regions r ∈ Υ . Left: Position of the activation peak in r (here left motor cortex) given in mm in the
Talairach space. Center: Individual weighted HRF time course extraction. Right: Computation of the
Group average normalized HRF time course with corresponding error bars (±σ).
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in Tab. 2[Top]. However, SAGLM-based inference retrieved the highest peak values.
As before on simulation results (first scenario in Section 3), the spatial smoothing of
fMRI data (GLM-based analysis) and the spatial regularization (SAGLM-based anal-
ysis) induce a different trade-off between cluster extent and peak value, the former
emphasizing the cluster size whereas the latter emphasizes more the peak excursion.
This clearly indicates the benefit of regionally estimating the spatial regularization level
from the data itself instead of applying a spatially invariant smoothing.
By comparing the SAGLM and JDE-based inferences at the group-level (see
Fig. 9(b)-(c)), it can be pointed out that estimating the HRF in motor regions has a
negative impact: although the JDE-based analyses remain significant with pval < 0.05
at cluster and voxel levels, a loss in statistical sensitivity was observed, as reported in
Tab. 2[Top]. This confirms what we already found on simulation results (first scenario).
SPM SAGLM JDE
(a) (b) (c)
R
=2
(d) (e) (f)
R
=4
Figure 9: RFX statistical analysis for the Lc - Rc contrast and acceleration factors R = 2 (a-c) and R = 4
(d-f), derived using the GLM (a,d), SAGLM (b,e) and JDE (c,f) subject-level analyses. Statistical maps were
thresholded at pvoxval < 0.001 uncorrected, and corrected for multiple comparisons at p
clust
val < 0.05, using
calibration by permutations.
On the more noisy fMRI data sets (R = 4), our investigation yields similar con-
clusions: first, all RFX analyses recovered activation clusters in the same position (see
Tab. 2[Bottom]). Second, SAGLM-based inference was the most significant at the
voxel-level. Third, GLM-based analysis provided us with the largest cluster extent at
the expense of the peak value (see Tab. 2[Bottom]). As regards the JDE-based results,
we observed a significant loss in statistical sensitivity: in contrast to R = 2, cluster
level pval is barely significant (pclustval = 0.04) whereas the voxel-level pval is not signif-
icant (pvoxval > 0.1). To summarize, modeling the HRF shape in the motor cortex induces
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a loss of significance. As confirmed later in Section 5.2, we hypothesize that the un-
derlying reason lies in the HRF shape: the canonical filter seems to match well the
hemodynamic response in the motor cortex, as already demonstrated in [53]. Hence, it
is suboptimal to assume the HRF unknown when an accurate model is available.
5.1.2. C - S contrast
For R = 2, all RFX analyses found a large activation cluster in the parietal cortex
as shown in Fig. 10 (a)-(c) . In frontal regions, the GLM and SAGLM-based analyses
retrieved smaller clusters in the middle and inferior left frontal cortices (Frontal Inf.
Orb. L. and Frontal Mid. L. [AAL atlas]) while the JDE-based analysis found two
frontal clusters with even smaller extent, localized only in the middle left frontal cortex.
In terms of cluster level significance, SAGLM-based inference yield more sensitive
results than its alternatives, as outlined in Tab. 3[Top]. However, JDE-based infer-
ence retrieved the highest peak value at the voxel level compared to its alternatives.
Importantly, the peak position in the intra-parietal sulcus remained stable whatever
the intra-subject inference as reported in Tab. 3[Top]. Here, we hypothesize that the
JDE approach demonstrates its group level positive impact since the HRF shape in
the parietal cortex strongly departs from the canonical one. This assumption will be
statistically assessed in Section 5.2, where the HRF shape estimates will be compared.
On the more noisy fMRI data set (R = 4), our investigation on the C - S contrast
enforced the previous result. Only SAGLM and JDE-based inferences recovered a sig-
nificant activation cluster in the left parietal cortex, close to the exhibited maximum
on the RFX analyses performed at R = 2 (compare Fig. 10(b)-(e) with Fig. 10(c)-(f)
and Tab. 3[Top] with Tab. 3[Bottom]). This confirms the interest of both adaptively
regularizing the NRLs and modeling the HRF shape in regions where a large discrep-
ancy to the canonical filter might occur, as shown on the second simulation scenario
in Section 3. Tab. 3[Bottom] also showed that SAGLM-based inference exhibited the
largest cluster while the JDE-based analysis retrieved close results, which were much
significant than those deriving from GLM inference. At the voxel level, JDE inference
Table 2: Group-level comparison for the Lc - Rc contrast using the JDE, SAGLM and GLM subject-level
inference (R = 2 and R = 4). Cluster-level FWER correction at pclustval = 0.05. Significant values are
reported in bold font (pval < 0.05).
Group-level statistical results
Cluster-level Voxel-level (peak)
Subj.-level
inference
corr. pclustval Size corr. p
vox
val t-score
Position
(mm)
R = 2
GLM < 0.001 454 < 0.001 10.12 [36 -22 54]
SAGLM 0.001 390 < 0.001 12.21 [38 -22 57]
JDE 0.002 169 0.02 6.76 [44 -16 48]
R = 4
GLM < 0.001 108 0.006 7.69 [36 -20 51]
SAGLM 0.001 89 0.004 8.59 [32 -20 63]
JDE 0.042 24 0.72 5.1 [36 -20 51]
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GLM SAGLM JDE
(a) (b) (c)
R
=2
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R
=4
Figure 10: RFX statistical analysis for the C - S contrast and acceleration factors R = 2(a-c) and R = 4
(d-f), derived using the GLM (a,d), SAGLM (b,e) and JDE (c,f) subject-level analyses. Statistical maps were
thresholded at pvoxval < 0.001 uncorrected, and corrected for multiple comparisons at p
clust
val < 0.05, using
calibration by permutations.
Table 3: Group-level comparison for the C - S contrast using the JDE, SAGLM and GLM subject-level
inference (R = 2 and R = 4). Cluster-level FWER correction at pclustvalue < 0.05. Significant values are
reported in bold font (pval < 0.05).
Group-level statistical results
Cluster-level Voxel-level (peak)
Subj.-level
inference
corr. pclustval Size corr. p
vox
val t-score
Position
(mm)
R = 2
GLM < 0.001 617 0.002 8.7 [-28 -66 48]
SAGLM < 0.001 780 < 0.001 10.59 [-30 -56 45]
JDE < 0.001 574 < 0.001 10.77 [-32 -54 45]
R = 4
GLM 0.04 16 0.98 4.7 [-4 -74 42]
SAGLM 0.004 81 0.67 5.31 [-30 -56 45]
JDE 0.008 70 0.1 6.7 [-32 -64 42]
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yielded again the highest peak value while not significant given the low SNR.
For both values of R, our results for the C - S contrast still indicated that estimat-
ing the HRF shape brought more sensitivity around the peak. However, there was a
statistical price to be paid at the cluster-level since we observed more focal activation
patterns. Nevertheless, this price did not seem critical in parietal regions.
5.2. Hemodynamics study
Our aim is to bring a new insight into hemodynamics variability as well as provid-
ing meaningful HRF profiles linked to different cognitive states. First, between-subject
and between-region hemodynamics variability are characterized from the JDE results
only. Second, we bring statistical evidence that the previously exhibited differences
in activation detection performance between GLM, SAGLM and GLM-based analyses
are due to hemodynamic variability and thus to departure from the canonical HRF.
5.2.1. Group-level hemodynamics characterization based upon JDE analyses
The group-average HRF estimates for R = 2 and R = 4 in the four ROIs depicted
in Fig. 7 are shown in Fig. 11. As explained before, these regions elicited evoked
activity in response to auditory and visual stimuli, motor and mental computation task,
respectively. We first observed a gradient of discrepancy to the canonical HRF shape
between regions: the closest to canonical JDE-based HRF time courses are retrieved in
the occipital and temporal regions (see Fig. 11(a)-(b)). The HRF profiles estimated in
the motor region deviate a little bit more from the canonical filter, especially in terms
of hemodynamic delay, as illustrated in Fig. 11(c). These results were in agreement
with the literature [4, 28] and confirmed that the use of a canonical HRF was rather
appropriate for detecting evoked activity in auditory and visual cortices.
Besides, as suggested by our activation detection comparisons and shown in
Fig. 11(d), the largest discrepancy to the canonical HRF was found in the parietal re-
gion with respect to both the hemodynamic delay and activation duration. Interestingly,
the SNR variation induced by switching from R = 2 to R = 4 had little impact on the
group-average HRF shape for a given region. This means that the SNR decrease did
not induce any bias or trend to another HRF profile. However, the standard deviation
of each HRF time course increased as the SNR decreased in the occipital, temporal
and motor regions. This especially occurred on the HRF tail close to the undershoot,
mainly because of the BOLD effect decreased after the activation peak which induced
more fluctuations. Noticeably, this phenomenon also arose at R = 2 owing to the fast-
event related structure of the experimental paradigm. As the inter-stimuli interval was
very short (around 3s), the beginning of an evoked response may actually overlap with
the end of a previous one. This makes the estimation of the tail more difficult in the
case where consecutive events were associated with experimental conditions that elicit
activity in the same region.
Furthermore, when comparing the error bars across regions for R = 2 in Fig. 11,
we observed that the parietal region was the most variable. This confirms the positive
impact of modeling and estimating the impulse response in this area in an appropri-
ate manner. Fig. 12 brings complementary visualizations to assess the incremental
deviation from region to region between JDE-based HRF estimates and the canonical
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impulse response. The same order is preserved between HRF time courses for R = 2
and R = 4, as shown in Fig. 12(a)-(b), respectively.
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Figure 11: Group-average HRF estimates with superimposed error bars (±σ) for the temporal (a), occipi-
tal (b), motor (c) and parietal (d) regions. hR2 and hR4 stand for HRF means computed forR=2 andR=4,
respectively. hc stands for the canonical HRF.
The reader will find in the Supplementary Materials (cf. Tab. C.3) the values of
group-average HRF estimates reported for each region and for both acceleration fac-
tors.
5.2.2. Summary statistics of hemodynamics parameters
The hemodynamic parameters (TTPR,ψr,s , FWHM
R,ψ
r,s ) were extracted from GLM-
and JDE-based HRF estimates (ψ ∈ {JDE,GLM}) using Eqs. (5)-(6) for each subject
s = 1 : S in each region r ∈ Υ and for any acceleration factor R = (2, 4). Then,
their histograms were represented as box-and-whiskers plots in Figs. 13-14. These
graphs confirmed our above mentioned results on group-average HRF time courses
and provided additional information about the between-subject variability: a stronger
homogeneity of hemodynamic parameter estimates around canonical values was found
in occipital and temporal regions irrespective of the acceleration factor and the intra-
subject analysis (JDE, GLM). In contrast, a larger discrepancy between JDE-based
parameter estimates and canonical values was observed in the motor and parietal re-
gions: these estimates appeared larger than the canonical parameters. A deviation also
occurred for GLM-based inference but only with respect to the TTP parameter mainly
in the motor region. Moreover, JDE-based TTP and FWHM estimates were systemati-
cally larger than the corresponding estimates retrieved by GLM-based inference, which
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Figure 12: Group-average HRF estimates for acceleration factors R = 2 (a) and R = 4 (b). hP , hM , hT ,
hO stand for HRF means in parietal, motor, temporal and occipital regions, respectively. hc stands for the
canonical HRF.
were distributed above and below the canonical values depending on the parameter
type. Furthermore, a larger between-subject variability was observed in the parietal re-
gion, as outlined in Figs. 13-14 by larger boxes for both hemodynamic parameters and
both SNR values. In the same figures, a reliable gradient of hemodynamic delay and
activation duration was captured by JDE inference only across SNR values.Indeed, for
R = 2, the fastest (occipital) and slowest (parietal) regions were associated with the
less and more sustained activity, respectively, whereas for R = 4, the same assertion
held except for the occipital region where the activation duration became more dilated
than in the temporal cortex.
(a) R = 2 (b) R = 4
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Figure 13: Box-and-whiskers plots (median and mean values shown as red line (–) and red dot (◦), respec-
tively) of TTP extracted from JDE-based and GLM-based HRF estimates according to Eq. (5), forR = 2 (a)
and R = 4 (b). TTP values are plotted next to another region for the parietal (Pψ), motor (Mψ), tempo-
ral (Tψ) and occipital (Oψ) regions with ψ = {JDE,GLM}. The green line corresponds to the canonical
TTP i.e. to 5s.
These gradients across regions were not retrieved by GLM-based hemodynamic
estimation since it allowed only few fluctuations around the canonical values of the ac-
tivation delay (TTPc = 5s) and duration (FWHMc = 5.39s) depicted as green lines in
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Figure 14: Box-and-whiskers plots (median and mean values shown as red line (–) and red dot (◦), re-
spectively) of FWHM extracted from JDE-based and GLM-based HRF estimates according to Eq. (6), for
R = 2 (a) and R = 4 (b). FWHM values are plotted next to another region for the parietal (Pψ), mo-
tor (Mψ), temporal (Tψ) and occipital (Oψ) regions with ψ = {JDE,GLM}. The green line corresponds to
the canonical FWHM i.e. to 5.39s.
Figs. 13-14. As regards the activation duration, this result was expected since the GLM
used here did not include any dispersion-related regressor to account for some FWHM
fluctuation. Hence, the GLM-based FWHM estimates showed only little variability
between regions. In contrast, JDE-based FWHM estimates were much more variable
since FIR modeling allowed fluctuations of activation duration. The reader will find in
the Supplementary Materials (cf. Tab. C.4) the group-average TTP and FWHM param-
eters reported for each region, intra-subject analysis and both acceleration factors, as
well as grand mean and standard deviation over regions.
5.2.3. Inference-specific statistical analysis of hemodynamics parameters
In a first analysis of the subject-dependent parameters estimates (TTPR,ψr,s ) and
(FWHMR,ψr,s ), we performed several 2-way repeated measures ANOVAs involving two
factors (acceleration factor R = (2, 4) and region r ∈ Υ ).These results are shown
in the Supplementary Materials (see Appendix C). We observed a significant region
effect for all intra-subject analyses and all parameters of interest (TTP or FWHM).
To localize which brain region(s) drove this significant region in our ANOVA results,
we performed two-tailed one-sample non-parametric t-tests on the inference-specific
hemodynamic parameter estimates TTPR,ψr,s and FWHM
R,ψ
r,s in which the null hypoth-
esis was given by the corresponding hemodynamic canonical parameter:
∀r ∈ Υ,R = (2, 4),
ψ ∈ {JDE,GLM} ,
{
H0
R,ψ
r,TTP : TTP
R,ψ
r = TTPc = 5 s
H0
R,ψ
r,FWHM : FWHM
R,ψ
r = FWHMc = 5.39 s .
(8)
As the sample size is relatively small (S = 15 subjects), we calibrated the
group-level distribution under the null hypothesis by permutations to avoid normal-
ity assumptions on each hemodynamic parameter (see Appendix D in Supplemen-
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Table 4: Corrected p-values of nonparametric two-tailed one-sample t-test associated with the null hypothe-
ses formulated in Eq. (8) for ψ = {JDE,GLM}, r ∈ Υ andR = (2, 4). Significant p-values (pval < 0.05)
appear in bold font.
TTP (s) FWHM (s)
Region r TTPR,JDEr TTP
R,GLM
r FWHM
R,JDE
r FWHM
R,GLM
r
R = 2
Parietal 4.88 10−4 1 < 10−5 0.03
Motor 4.88 10−4 0.15 < 10−5 0.03
Temporal 0.064 0.16 0.002 1
Occipital 0.039 0.13 0.95 0.06
R = 4
Parietal 4.88 10−4 1 < 10−5 0.03
Motor < 10−5 0.008 < 10−5 0.5
Temporal 0.075 0.049 4.88 10−4 0.25
Occipital 0.14 1 4.88 10−4 0.06
tary Materials). Two-tailed corrected p-values were considered in the following tests
which eventually amounts to comparing prightval = Pr(T > Tobs) with 0.05 because
Pr(T > Tobs) = Pr(T < −Tobs) owing to the symmetry of the distribution under
the null hypothesis. Here, for the sake of simplicity, we used Bonferroni correction
to correct for multiple comparisons over regions-of-interest (see Appendix D for de-
tails). Our results are reported in Tab. 4. To make sure that this correction was not too
conservative, we have checked with one-tailed tests that the alternative consisting of
calibrating the distribution of the maximum t-value under the null hypothesis over the
four regions of interest gave consistent p-values.
As regards the JDE-based TTP estimates for R = 2, the motor and parietal re-
gions showed significant deviations to canonical hemodynamic delay. However, the
significance threshold was also exceeded in the occipital region mainly because of the
very peaky TTP distribution (tiny variance) in this area (see Fig. 13(a)). Indeed, the
group-level mean value (see Tab. C.4) indicated a delay (5.4s) close to the canonical
one (5s). When degrading the SNR (R = 4), the JDE-based TTP distribution became
wider and not surprisingly only the TTP in motor and parietal regions was significant.
Concerning the JDE-based FWHM estimates, significance was achieved in the motor
and parietal regions as shown in Fig. 14 for both R values. In contrast, at high SNR,
the FWHM distribution in temporal and occipital regions remained compatible with
the canonical activation duration and the null hypothesis in Eq. (8) was not rejected.
However, for R = 4, as illustrated in Fig. 14(b), we observed a shift towards larger
activation durations and reported more spread distributions making the tests significant
in the temporal and occipital cortices. In summary, these results were consistent with
the higher hemodynamic variability already reported for motor and parietal regions.
GLM-based inference of TTP parameters provided us with estimates close to the
canonical value at least for R = 2. As a result, the statistical tests reported in Tab. 4
did not pass the significance threshold. However, for R = 4 a statistically significant
discrepancy to the canonical hemodynamic delay was found in the motor and tem-
poral regions because slower delays were estimated in most individuals. In contrast,
GLM-based inference of activation duration did not depart from the expected canonical
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FWHM since no test survived to thresholding at pval < 0.05 after Bonferroni correc-
tion. The reason lies in the basis set we a priori selected to capture hemodynamic
fluctuations, more with respect to the delay by embedding the temporal derivative of
the canonical HRF than with respect to activation duration by excluding its dispersion
derivative. Our results thus emphasize that parametric inference of hemodynamic pa-
rameters was biased when the basis set was not flexible enough.
To summarize, an accurate estimation of the TTP parameter is critical for activa-
tion detection since, by definition, its position is associated with the maximum BOLD
effect, as shown for the parietal region in Tab. 3on the C - S contrast. However, the sit-
uation is less critical with respect to a wrong extraction of the FWHM parameter if the
TTP parameter is well recovered, as shown on the Lc - Rc in the motor region (Tab. 2).
5.2.4. Statistical comparison of JDE and GLM-based inference schemes
In a second analysis, we focus on the differences of parameter estimates provided
by GLM and JDE inference schemes:
∀r ∈ Υ,R = (2, 4)
∀s = 1 : S
{
δTTPRr,s = TTP
R,JDE
r,s − TTPR,GLMr,s
δFWHMRr,s = FWHM
R,JDE
r,s − FWHMR,GLMr,s
.
In two-way repeated measures ANOVAs involving the acceleration parameter and the
region as main factors, the region effect appeared to induce significant variations of
TTP and FWHM differences across methods (see Appendix C for further details).
Hereafter, to localize which regions were responsible for these significant differences,
weperformed two-tailed one-sample non-parametric t-tests on the intra-subject dif-
ferences δTTPRr,s and δFWHM
R
r,s with the following null hypotheses on the group-
average differences δTTP
R
r and δFWHM
R
r , respectively:
∀r ∈ Υ,R = (2, 4),
{
H˜0
R
r,TTP : δTTP
R
r = 0
H˜0
R
r,FWHM : δFWHM
R
r = 0
. (9)
Our results are summarized in Tab. 5. As regards the tests involving the TTP es-
timates, we brought evidence that for both values of R only the parietal region con-
tributed to the major region effect.This is consistent with the TTP histograms shown
in Fig. 13 that depict close group-level mean values in the temporal and occipital re-
gions as well as in the motor region for R = 4 only. In contrast, regarding the tests
involving the FWHM estimates, the two intra-subject analysis schemes gave statisti-
cally significant differences except in the occipital region for R = 2. The reason lies in
the ability of JDE-based inference to estimate longer activation durations that strongly
depart from the canonical value in most regions. The reliability of this finding was
confirmed by the reproducibility of the test significance for both values of R in three
regions out of four.
To extend the investigation of the hemodynamic variability and assess the im-
pact of the spatial aggregation hypothesis involved in the JDE formation compared
to single temporal regularization of FIR HRF inference [11], we performed a thorough
comparison in three parcels of interest, namely the temporal, motor and parietal re-
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Table 5: Corrected p-values of nonparametric two-tailed one-sample t-tests associated with the null hy-
potheses formulated in Eq. (9) for all regions r ∈ Υ = {P,M,T,O} and for R = (2, 4). Significant
tests (pval < 0.05) appear in bold font.
Region r TTP (s) FWHM (s)
R = 2
Parietal 0.002 10−5
Motor 0.088 2.4 10−4
Temporal 1 0.003
Occipital 0.014 0.32
R = 4
Parietal 2.4 10−3 10−5
Motor 0.22 10−5
Temporal 1 4.88 10−4
Occipital 0.06 4.88 10−4
gions (see Appendix B for details). The spatially average RFIR HRF estimates are
close to the JDE-based HRF shape in the parietal region while some discrepancy was
noticed in the temporal and motor regions. In any case, RFIR HRF shapes show a large
spatial variability, especially in the parietal region.
6. Discussion
The current study has investigated different BOLD signal modeling and their con-
sequences at the population-level in terms of sensitivity for detecting evoked brain
activity as well as in terms of discrepancy between the estimated and canonical hemo-
dynamic response. As shown by our results, both issues are tightly coupled since the
latter impacts the former.
This question has been partially addressed in the literature [30, 29, 45] but not up
to the extent we covered here by conducting group-level statistical analyses spanning
multiple brain regions as well as assessing the impact of SNR fluctuations in paral-
lel imaging. Indeed, the group-level hemodynamic study [45] was restricted to visual
areas. In [29], a performance comparison of HRF estimation techniques has been per-
formed by looking at its population level impact on brain activity detection but only
for two brain regions. Among the compared models, these authors have shown that
the smooth FIR (or RFIR in Appendix B) and the parametric Inverse Logistic (IL)
decomposition (introduced in [30] play a particular role since they guarantee an accu-
rate and nearly unbiased recovery of various HRF shapes irrespective of the induced
modulations of hemodynamic properties (duration, delay, return to baseline, etc.). As a
consequence, they provide the most sensitive results for detecting evoked brain activity.
On real fMRI data sets, the same authors have compared the canonical HRF with time
derivative, IL and RFIR models in the right dorsal anterior cingulate cortex and second
somato-sensory cortex [29]. Large mismodeling was observed in these regions using a
classical GLM and only the IL models retrieved significant activation.
In the present paper, we made use of the temporally smooth and spatially aggre-
gated FIR modeling involved in the JDE framework which ensures improved robust-
ness for HRF recovery due to the increased SNR caused by aggregating all time series
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in a given parcel, as emphasized in Appendix B. Compared to [29, 45], we have
adopted a more general viewpoint since we have investigated regional hemodynamic
variability more deeply using a Localizer experimental paradigm [42]. To this end, we
have extracted activation delay and activation duration in occipital, temporal, motor
and parietal regions. To go one step further and disentangle the effects of spatially
adaptive regularization and parcelwise HRF identification, we have also considered
the intermediate SAGLM approach, which sets the hemodynamic filter to its canonical
version while allowing the automatic tuning of spatial regularization as provided by
in the JDE formalism. This avoids any dependence on the experimenter’s tuning but
requires a huge computational burden in the Markov chain Monte Carlo context. To
solve this issue, a more efficient inference scheme based on variational approximations
has been developed within the JDE framework [9]. Moreover, parcelwise inference i.e.
independent inference across all parcels enables parallel computing, as proposed in the
PyHRF6 package.
First, the comparison of the three evaluated methods on group-level artificial fMRI
data involving canonical or non-canonical HRFs highlighted an efficiency gradient. At
a low SNR, the GLM approach performed better in terms of detection sensitivity in the
canonical case, SAGLM being slightly less efficient and JDE being the worse. In the
non-canonical case, the sorting was the converse: JDE-based analysis performed better
than the GLM-based one and SAGLM-based inference still yielding intermediate effi-
ciency. These simulations illustrated on a controlled situation the impact of estimating
the HRF and also the sole impact of the adaptive spatial regularization. More thorough
artificial setups could be investigated and explore different noise levels or inter-subject
anatomo-functional variability.
On real fMRI data sets and with regards to HRF estimation, our results have sug-
gested a gradient between sensory, motor and more cognitive regions in terms of dis-
crepancy with respect to the canonical shape. Indeed, in occipital and temporal areas,
the most powerful intra-subject BOLD signal modeling relies on the canonical HRF
shape (and potentially on its temporal derivative), in agreement with the literature [4]
and as confirmed in Appendix A.Our analysis confirmed that the fitted nonparametric
HRF in JDE closely matches the canonical filter in these regions. Hence, the estima-
tion in the JDE framework was performed at the expense of the detection power. In the
motor region, we observed an intermediate hemodynamic variability that can still be
accounted for by the GLM including its temporal derivative. Indeed, the SAGLM ap-
proach yielded the most significant evoked activity for the subject’s motor response (see
Subsection 5.1.1). In contrast to [29, 45], these results were obtained with a subject-
specific and parcel-dependent tuning of spatial regularization which guarantees a fair
adaptability to the intrinsic spatial correlation of the data, as well as an automatic set-
ting of the temporal regularization parameter involved in the smooth FIR fitting, as
initially proposed in [11, 35]. Last, in the parietal region involved in the processing
of mental calculations, we found a statistically significant discrepancy with respect to
the canonical HRF shape in conjunction with a large between-subject variability. We
demonstrated that the JDE-based modeling and estimation of the HRF time course have
6http://pyhrf.org
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a positive impact on the recovery of evoked brain activity in response to cognitive tasks
like mental calculations. Indeed, the JDE approach recovered the most significant re-
sults in this area, noticeably when the SNR is degraded by a larger acceleration factor
in parallel imaging (R = 4), whereas the GLM-based hemodynamic parameters did
not capture this variability.
By extracting TTP and FWHM parameter estimates from JDE-based HRF infer-
ence, we have analyzed several sources of hemodynamic variability among which the
region and subject factors explain the vast majority of hemodynamic parameter vari-
ance as compared to the change induced by varying the SNR. This confirms the spe-
cialization of hemodynamic features with respect to the brain region. Complemen-
tary nonparametric statistical tests were performed considering the canonical TTP and
FWHM parameters as the ground truth under the null hypothesis. We found that these
null hypotheses were rejected in the parietal and motor regions, but not in the occipital
and temporal ones where the actual HRF is close to the canonical shape.
Our results were obtained assuming that the fMRI data sets have been correctly
decomposed into functionally homogeneous parcels, i.e. into territories where the
parcel-specific HRF shape assumption is tenable. Our parcellation procedure was car-
ried out prior to parcelwise JDE inference and its outcome may change the sensitivity
of detection, as illustrated in [48]. The anatomo-functional parcellation method we
used here has proved its robustness and optimality in the GLM framework [47]. How-
ever, many improvements could be incorporated in the near future. First, the use of a
multi-subject parcellation could contribute to a gain in group-level reliability as shown
in [46] and would make parcelwise group-level analysis of hemodynamics properties
feasible. Second, the parcellation could also be updated according to the estimated
hemodynamic parameters by grouping neighboring parcels with similar properties. A
first attempt in this direction has recently been proposed in [7] and shown the gain in
statistical sensitivity.
The current study relied on the modeling choices performed in the JDE framework.
For this reason, our study did not offer the possibility to probe the between-condition
hemodynamic variability within a given parcel. To address this issue, we performed
some comparisons with condition-specific RFIR HRF shape estimates in Appendix B,
as implemented in [11]. We have shown that the assumption of within-parcel homo-
geneous HRF across experimental conditions is tenable is the parietal region while it
is more questionable in the motor one. However, this assumption allows the recov-
ery of physiologically-plausible HRF profiles. Indeed, voxelwise RFIR estimates may
deliver artifactual shapes for some experimental conditions, noticeably in the tail part
because of the poor SNR. Nonetheless, it is still interesting to extract TTP or FWHM
differences between conditions since the vascular part remains the same across stim-
ulus types. As a consequence, small temporal differences in condition-specific TTP
or FWHM might reflect a differential neural activity either due to the adaptive tuning
of neuronal efficacy or to the recruitment of different neuronal populations. The JDE
should be extended to answer this issue and for doing so one future direction might
consist of first detecting parcel-specific relevant conditions as proposed in [3] and then
associating each relevant condition with a specific HRF shape.
Another debatable modeling choice concerns the linearity and time-invariance of
the BOLD signal model, which is nevertheless justified by the type of paradigm that we
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used and in which we did not a priori expect non-linearities and non-stationarities of
the BOLD response between successive trials. In other experimental situations involv-
ing for instance the rapid repetition of the same stimulus, neurovascular habituation ef-
fects also known as the repetition-suppression phenomenon in the neuroscientific litera-
ture [15] may likely occur in the recorded fMRI time series. As shown in [12], The JDE
framework adapts to such situation by resorting to a parsimonious time-varying model-
ing of the NRLs which depends on the inter-stimulus interval (ISI) between successive
trials through an hyperbolic parametric model. A voxel-specific habituation speed gov-
erns the activity decrease across trials. However, this more complex modeling induces
a more sophisticated inference scheme and thus a more expensive computation cost. In
the same vein, a saturation effect could be modeled for short ISIs (< 1s) [50] using for
instance a logarithmic relation across trials.
The results reported in this study concern young healthy adults, but in the near
future other populations of interest will be targeted, such as infants, children, elderly
volunteers or patients suffering from several neurodegenerative diseases involving the
neurovascular system (e.g. Alzheimer, Stroke, CADASIL). These contexts will allow
us to probe any deviation to the canonical hemodynamic properties in specific brain
regions involved in the brain maturation of neurodegenerative process.
7. Conclusion
In this paper, we assessed the group-level impact of intra-subject BOLD signal
modeling with respect to the issues of evoked activity detection and hemodynamics
recovery using two SNR-varying parallel imaging fMRI data sets on the same co-
hort. Our study relied on a fair comparison between classical GLM-based inference
and the recently proposed JDE framework, which optimally combines smooth non-
parametric HRF estimation with adaptive spatial regularization of evoked activity. To
disambiguate the effect of each contribution, we also investigated the performance of
the intermediate SAGLM approach that discards HRF estimation. With regards to
detection of evoked activity, our results emphasized the price to pay for robust HRF
shape identification in primary sensory regions (visual, auditory) where the estimated
hemodynamic filter closely matched the canonical HRF. In motor regions, the SAGLM
approach outperformed its alternatives in terms of statistical sensitivity. Finally, JDE-
based inference yielded most significant results in the parietal region. Also, we statisti-
cally demonstrated the link between such results and the underlying regional variability
of hemodynamic parameters, which appeared stronger in the parietal region and thus
explained our findings in detection.
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